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ABSTRACT
An impairment in abstracting ability has frequently

been proposed as a reason for schizophrenic thought disorder.
The performance of hospitalized chronic paranoid schizophren i cs and non-paranoid schizophrenics were compared to a
normal control group on two types of abstraction;

a tradi-

tional conceptual abstraction task (similarities , Trunnell ,
1964) and an inferential abstraction task (relational abstraction , Bransford , Barclay & Franks, 1972).

These two

measures allowed a differential interpretation of the nature
of the abstraction impairment in schizophrenia .

The two

clinical groups did not significantly differ on the tradi tional hierarchical me asure of abstraction .

Performance of

both schizophrenic groups , however , differed significantly
from that of controls in that schizophrenic subjects employed
l ess abstract concepts to classify items in this task .

On

the second meas ure of abstraction no significant differences
were found between schizophrenic subjects and the control
group .

Differences betwee n paranoid and non - par anoid sub-

jects did not reach significance on this task but there was
some indication that eac h of these schizophrenic sub-groups
us ed different cognitive strategies on this measure .

Paranoid

schizophrenics appeared not to elaborate information beyond
its original form .

The non-paranoid s , on the other hand,

appeared to elaborate stimulus material but were confused
between inferential and original information.

The present

resu l ts indicate that chronic paranoid schizophrenics have a
different type of abstraction impairment to chronic nonparanoid schizophrenics on the inferential conceptual abstraction task .

These findings indicate t h e u ti l ity of u sing two

ind i ces of abstrac ti on and t h e importance of not treating
schizophrenics as a homogeneous group .

1.

INTRODUCTION

Descriptions of schizophrenia place strong emphasis on
thought disorder as a central characteristic of the syndrome.
Initially, however, the speech of the schizophrenic is
regarded as the primary diagnostic tool for inference of the
disorder (Herron, 1977; Ho, 1974; Maher, McKean & McLaughlin,
1966).

Consequently, a massive research effort has been

directed to finding the distinctive properties or structural
defects · in schizophrenic language, an effort that has
produced consistently disappointing results (Maher, 1966,
p 433; Pavy, 1968; Vetter, 1968 p 25).

For example results

from a number of studies (Maher, 1972; Salzinger, 1973;
Schwar tz, 1978) indicate that schizophrenics rarely exhibit
grammatically incorrect speech.

Some studies do report

schizophrenic s p eech to be more difficult to follow and more
unpredictacle than that of normal subjects (Hart & Payne,
1973; Rosenberg & Tucker, 197 6 ), but this finding seems to
be indicative of deviant c cncep tualisation or impaired cognitive processing rather than of a primary linguistic
disturbance (Critchley, 1964; Lecours & Vanier-Clement, 1976).
This conclusion is in accordance with many traditional
descriptions of thought disorder.

For example, in 1911

Bleuler classically described the impairment in schizophrenic thinking and speech as when "fragments of ideas are
connected in an illogical way to constitute a new idea"
(1950, p 9).

Schilder

(1951) speaks of the schizophrenic

as being "unable to pursue the determinative idea."

Arieti

(1955) refers to " ... a lack of inhibition of peripheral
ideas necessary for effective abstraction."

McKellar (1957)

explains the loss of abstract thinking in schizophrenia as
due to" ... the inability to inhibit associated but irrelevant
ideas."

Goldstein (1939), Vygotsky (1934) and more recently,

Wright (1975) have considered the central feature of schizophrenia to be an impairment in the ability to abstract.

2.

McGhie and Ch apman (1961) quote a statement by a schizophrenic which illustrates the subjective difficulties these
patients experience.

"My thoughts get al l

jumbled up .

I

start thinking and talking about something but I never get
there.

Instead I wander off in the wrong direction

People listening to me get more lost than I do"

(p. 108).

Because "a true understanding of the nature of the
thought disorder might illuminate the nature of schizophrenia itself" (Chapman & Chapman , 1973, p. ix), th e study
of thought disorder has been the most heavily researched
area in schizophrenia (He rron, 1977).

Many theoretical

explanations have been offered, but so far no explanation
has achieved general acceptance.

For example , explanations

of the process responsibl e for schizophrenic disord ered
thought h ave included a n impairment in abstracting ab ility
(Goldstein , 1944;

Wright , 1975), a faulty decenteri ng ability

(Suchotliff, 1970), an atte ntion a l deficit (Payne & CairdJ
1967), an accentuated response bias (Chapman & Chapman ,
1 973 ), a collapse in response hi erarchies (Broen , 1968) , a nd
over inclusion of concepts into categor i es (Camero n, 1947).
It seems likely that little progress can be made in
discrediting al ternative explanati ons until theoretical
constructs and research strategies are further refined .

One

reason that may account for why research explanations are
often ambiguous and inconsistent is that schizophrenics are
frequently treated as a single homogenous group .

Schizo-

phrenic subgroups have been found to have different cognitive
abilities (Gillis & Blevens , 1978; Otteson & Holzman, 1976).
But the main reason why progress has been slow in understanding the nature of schizophrenic thought disorder is that
most research paradigms have been unrepresentative of
ordinary comprehension and natural language processing .

For

example , the sorting tasks (Goldstein, 1939; Vygotsky, 1934),
me mory for lists of words (Koh, 1978; Traupman, 1975) and
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the study of word meaning (Chapman, Chapman & Daunt, 1976)
have been .valuable for looking at various aspects of information processing, such as selective attention,
ination, recognition process and association.

discrim~

But these

studies do not sample the higher levels of ordinary infor-·
mation processing, such as the representation of information
in memory (Craik, 1973; Craik & Lockhart, 1972).
In order to quantify the true nature of thought disorder in schizophrenia, cognitive paradigms which are more
closely related to ordinary information processing may be
more appropriate.

As McGhie (1970) has observed from the

subjective reports of schizophrenics, patients' difficulties
in understanding speech arise ''not from an inability to
perceive the individual words comprising a connected discourse,
but from an inability to perceive the words in meaningful
relationship to each other as part of an organized pattern"
(p. 12).

The present study will quantify the theoretical

construct of abstraction, in such a way that it samples more
closely those abilities which are necessary for comprehending
connected discourse than traditional measure of this ability.

